
MAG OBJECTION LETTER AUDIT 

Menston residents sent in over 1,200 letters and emails of objection to the development plans:  
Bradford’s Planning Dept. dropped them all in cardboard boxes.  
None were acknowledged, some were stamped and processed, others seemingly not and some 
were unopened. 
 
This Audit was done using the Bradford Council Planning web site due to the magnitude of the 
letters sent. It was noted that some of the letters had been edited to remove names and address. 
 
The Planning Dept. mis-counted these representations and understated the numbers.  
In their report, Bradford’s Planning Officers simply reduced all these objections to 20 bullet-points 
– such as “Non-compliance with policy” and “Risk of flooding” - which they didn’t attempt to clarify. 
 
As a result of Bradford Council’s failure to register or analyse these letters of objection, we had to 
do it ourselves: 32% of the objections related to “flooding and drainage” yet at the Planning Panel, 
Bradford’s Drainage Officer said “Menston doesn’t have a problem with flooding or 
drainage”. 
 
 
Below are Graphs produced by MAG showing the related objections. 
 
Names addresses have been removed in this audit to comply with the Data Protection Act. 
But these are a true record of your objections that we were able to see, as some letters were 
unopened   
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Many thanks  

to the MAG volunteers  

who compiled this audit. 
 

 

 



Audit Facts 

 

WEB BASED  Objection  letters 

Bingley Rd                   639   ( Hand delivered 550)          After  the drop off  approx. March 2011 +54  

Derry Hill                    1232   (Hand delivered 1100)        After  the drop off   approx. Oct 2010 + 70 

Total                           1871    Take off total of post original letters means   124 from 1862 =1747 

Make up is  

1. Hand delivered approx. 1650  thus  1747-1650=97 

2. Rest by e-mail post etc    97 

3. No more than 36 e-mails have been identified therefore 97-36 = 61 by any other means. 

4. There were examples of letters not stamped in the cardboard boxes, the inference is many letters 

not been accounted for 

5. We were told (planning dept) that if letters were sent by e-mail but not to the official web site i.e. to 

officers i.e Stewart Currie they would not feature! 

6. Only 61 objection letters appear to have been received by post during the original consultation 

period 

Drainage and flooding LETTERS as stated there are many with personal details. 

Many letters are marked up by us as V.I.P. I.E. THEIR CONTENTS ARE EVEDENCE  

Questions 

1. How many actual letters are the council in receipt of 

2. What evidence is there for collating or any ability to cross reference 

3. There is a massive weight of evidence to suggest not one letter of objection had been read 

Answers  

No evidence any letters have been read 

This can be worked out by the contacts with influential members of the public (in and around the village) 

and the fact there is no method to identify the letters apart from the scan to the web site.  

There is evidence that even though members of the public have asked to not have the letters posted on the 

web, this has happened! Hence the letter has not been read. 

Most  people who have a letter on the web have had a posting from the council to notify of planning 

meetings. 


